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Vartana is the revenue acceleration platform for top-tier enterprise technology companies.

We empower sales and finance to accelerate the deal cycle without compromising cash flow

through our flexible payment options and collaborative sales closing platform. Our platform is

trusted by leading enterprise companies, including Motive, Domo, Samsara, and many others, as

the platform of choice to make products affordable and easy to purchase for their customers.

We have raised over $40M to deliver on our vision and are backed by top-tier investors, including

Activant Capital, Mayfield, and Audacious Ventures.As a frontend engineer role, you'll play a

key role in creating the pixel perfect and streamlined product experience that our

customers will use on a daily basis. ResponsibilitiesArchitect the efficient and reusable

front-end systems selecting the right frameworks that drive complex web applications.Define

and build key product features with a strong customer focus.Review code developed by

other developers and provide feedback to ensure best practices (e.g., style guidelines, checking

code in, accuracy, testability, and efficiency).Write high-quality code and contribute with peers

on code reviews, technical design, and problem-solving. Proactively implement features and

user interfaces to optimize performance of user-facing products. Identify and communicate

best practices for front-end engineering.Implement features and user interfaces to optimize

performance of user-facing products.Take an active role in mentoring engineers in the

team, partner with your manager to improve the processes that support team growth and

efficiency.RequirementsBachelors or Masters in Computer Science and Engineering5+

years experience in modern front-end Javascript frameworks such as React or Angular.Be

able to create responsive websites using HTML to structure content, CSS3 / Bootstrap to
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handle visual style, including concepts like layout, specificity, cross browser compatibility,

and accessibility and client side performance issues.Write reusable and high-performance

user interface components.You can independently execute on medium sized features,

taking a few weeks and multiple PRs to complete.Experience providing high quality reviews

on teammates code and designs, providing constructive feedback to meet a high bar of quality

and help others grow.We are an equal opportunity employer and value diversity at our

company. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin,

gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability status.
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